Improve Your
Organization’s Security
Through Network
Virtualization with NSX
and Splunk
In addition to keeping pace with software-defined trends,
many IT and business leaders are turning to security
experts for new ways to bring an inherently better data
center security model to their organizations.

Today’s data center
security challenges
There's a lot to consider when thinking about Organizational security.

Internet

Firewall

Clever Cybercriminals:

They are always evolving methods, tactics, and
take only minutes to compromise systems

Changing infrastructure:

Software-defined means more is happening on
the trusted side of the firewall

Perimeter defenses:
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Even if you have a strong perimeter defense,
breaches can still occur and spread easily

Hypervisor

Traditional Security Solutions:
Security solutions require manual processes that
have trouble keeping up with virtualization

NSX and Splunk
to the rescue!
Together, NSX and Splunk form a dynamic duo to
create an agile, flexible security architecture. If
Security threats happen to get past perimeter
defenses, they will likely be contained immediately.

HR Group

When NSX and Splunk
combine, they create
amazing results
A better overall
security posture

A more secure
virtual workforce

Automated security
that keeps up with
virtualization
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VMware NSX,
the leader in
network virtualization

Splunk, the leader
in Machine data and
Security analytics

• Enables faster
network deployments

• Integrates with NSX to provide
in-depth security insights

• Halts threats from spreading if they
get past the perimeter

• Combines analytics, environment,
and human knowledge

• Allocate each workload its
own perimeter defense

• Provides an accurate, real-time
picture of health and security

• Ensures security is repeatable,
flexible, and easily managed

• Acts as the security nerve center to
drive better decisions and action

Trust in
Kinney Group
Kinney Group has a proven record of achieving results
and steering clients in the right direction. We believe in the software defined
data center, because through this, we are able to help organizations achieve
new levels of network security and agility.

Our approach

Our partnerships

Our Federal focus

We never lose sight of the
human element in technology,
and client priorities come first

We are deeply invested in our
partnerships and expertise with
VMware and Splunk

We have a proven track
record working with federal
government agencies

See what NSX and Splunk can do

To see technology in
action or become more
educated, reach out
today to schedule a
consultation OR demo.
www.kinneygroup.com/NSX

(317) 991-9070

